In international law, this term covers, irrespective of origin or ownership, movable or immovable property [1] constituting the cultural heritage of all mankind, to which each people makes its contribution. In view of the importance of cultural property to all peoples of the world, international law has attempted to ensure its protection in case of armed conflict [2].

Protected cultural property comprises: historic monuments, works of art, buildings and places of worship, archaeological sites, museums and depositories, libraries, archives, scientific collections, etc.

These must be respected and safeguarded against the foreseeable effects of an armed conflict [2]. They must not be used for purposes which are likely to expose them to destruction [3] or damage or be the objects of hostility or pillage [4], theft, misappropriation or vandalism. Protection extends to the transportation of movable cultural property. Protection may be standard or special, depending on the importance of the property. Reprisals [5] against cultural property are prohibited. Cultural property must be marked with a special distinctive emblem.

General protection:

Special protection:
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